Module Unit Card for The Danish Education
– for foreign worktakers and students

From January 1st 2018 and forward foreign workers and students will receive a Module Unit Card which consists of 6 units – one per module.

All in all the standard time limit of the card corresponds to your 3.5 years (42 months) of free Danish Education. However, the validity period of the card is 5 years.

Number of months per module
Module 1: 4 months
Module 2: 5 months
Module 3: 7 months
Module 4: 8 months
Module 5: 9 months
Module 6: 9 months

Enrollment
If you are already enrolled in the Danish Education system, you will receive the Module Unit Card when you begin a new module. If you are enrolled at a higher module than module 1 when you begin your Danish Education, you will receive the number of units equaling the remaining modules of your education.

Breaks
You can take a break after you pass a module test and before you start a new one for example in case of intensive working periods or travelling abroad.

Unless you inform the administration about a break, you will automatically spend another unit, when the period of the ongoing unit runs out.

Module tests and units
When you pass a module test, the months that might still be left of the module no longer apply. If you do not pass within the given time frame you will be able to continue studying by spending some of the time from the next module. This means that students who spend more than one unit per module will have less time to finish the following modules.